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REPEAL WEEK — “SAVING TIME” — RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT 
Statement by Parliamentary Secretary 

MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [12.08 pm]: During this Repeal Week, the 
government will be introducing a number of bills in this and the other place as part of the government’s ongoing 
commitment to progressively reduce red tape. Amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act 1987, to be 
introduced today, recognise that community expectations and practices have changed. It is proposed to remove 
the requirement for parties to a dispute to place a notice in a newspaper, which can be costly and time-
consuming, and instead allow for notices and other information to be given to parties through electronic means 
such as email. The proposed amendments also foreshadow the creation of a government website where relevant 
notices required under the act can be posted if alternative contact details for the other party are unknown. 

The bill will simplify notification processes for lessors prior to inspecting residential premises and provide more 
options for lessors when contacting tenants about the storage of abandoned goods left behind after a tenant has 
vacated the property. Amendments will relieve administrative burdens on government by increasing the range of 
options for serving documents and transitioning prescribed forms to forms approved by the Commissioner for 
Consumer Protection. Together, these amendments will benefit tenants, lessors and property managers, as well 
as government. 

The BondsOnline system, implemented in August this year, enables property managers and tenants to transact 
with the bond administrator online in real-time. The system greatly reduces the amount of time and effort, and 
therefore the costs, associated with the deposit and disposal of tenant security bonds. These are good examples of 
the government’s commitment to reducing red tape and making life easier for the community and business, as 
well as reducing costs and saving time within government. 
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